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Abstract 
. t  
We study the asymptotic behaviour of  the occupation time process J0 14( W~(L~(s)))ds, t >~ 0, 
where t4~ is a standard Wiener process and L2 is a Wiener local time process at zero that 
is independent from Wi. We prove limit laws, as well as almost sure upper and lower class 
theorems. Possible extensions of  the obtained results are also discussed. ~; 1997 Elsevier 
Science B.V. 
1. Introduction 
Let {W(t), t>~0} be a standard Wiener process with local time L(x,t), i.e.~ the 
two-parameter p ocess {L(x, t); x E ~, t >~ 0} satisfies 
/i L(x,t)dx=).{s:O<~s<~t, W(s)~A} 
for any t>~0 and Borel set A of JR, where 2(.) is the Lebesgue measure. 
Studying the two-parameter stochastic process 
{L(x,t)-L(O,t); x>~0, t>~0}, (1.1) 
in Csfiki et al. (1989) we showed that, on an appropriate probability space it can be 
ahnost surely (a.s.) approximated by 
{2W(x, L2(t)); x>~O, t>~0}, (I.2) 
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where W(x,t); x~>0, t~>0} is a two parameter Wiener process and 
{L2(t); t>>-O} := {L2(0, t); t>O}, 
is the local time process at zero of a standard Wiener process W2(.) that is independent 
from W(-,.). 
For x > 0 fixed, the random field of (1.2) reduces to 2x/ffW (1,L2(t)) =: 2x/~Wl(L2(t) ),
where Wt (.) is a standard Wiener process that is independent from L2(.). The process 
{Y(O= ~(L2(t)); t~>0}, (1.3) 
has appeared in several earlier papers as a weak limit of additive functionals of random 
walks and Wiener processes (cf. Papanicolaou et al., 1977; Ikeda and Watanabe, 1981; 
Kasahara, 1984; Borodin, 1986a, b; Borodin and Ibragimov, 1995), while Yor (1983) 
obtained W(x, L2(t)) as a weak limit of (L(x, 2Zt)-  L(A2t))/(2). 1/2) as 2---+ ~ (cf. also 
Revuz and Yor, 1991 ). 
The a.s. approximation of the local time increment process in (1.1) by the random 
field in (1.2) yields various weak and strong results for the local time increment process 
in (l.1) (cf. Section 4 in Csfiki et al., 1989). For example, the LIL for Y(t) (cf. Cs~iki 
et al., 1995) implies 
L(x, t) - L(O, t) 2 9/4 
limt~o~sup v~ t l/4(log log t) 3/4 = 33/'4 a.s. ( 1.4) 
for any fixed x > 0, though this can be proved directly as well (cf. Cs/tki and F61des, 
1988). 
On a suitable probability space the process WI(L2(t)) can be so constructed that it 
approximates general additive functionals, such as 
f .q(W(s))ds - jL(t), (1.5) 
where W(-) is a standard Wiener process, L(.) is its local time at 0, 9(') is an integrable 
function such that 
/ ~rxl '+alg(x) ldx<~ for 6>0,  some 
Oc 
:= f-~o~ 9(x) dx (cf. Csfiki et al., 1992), and conclusions imilar to (1.4) can be drawn. 
Furthermore, the same approximation led us to conclude a Strassen LIL theorem for 
the local time increment process in (1.1) for x > 0 fixed, by proving a Strassen LIL 
theorem for the approximating process Wl(L2(t)) (cf. Csfiki et al., 1997). 
It is worthwhile to mention that {Y(t), t~>0} of (1.3) is an iterated process that 
shares many properties with the iterated Brownian motion process {Z(t )= Wl([ W2(t) I), 
t~>0}, where WI(.) and W2(.) are two independent Wiener processes. For example, 
both of them are self-similar processes and they have the same LIL (cf. Burdzy, 1993; 
Csfiki et al., 1995, and the many references therein). 
On the other hand, they are very different in that {Z(t), t~>0} has a jointly contin- 
uous local time process, as it was proved independently at the same time by Burdzy 
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and Khoshnevisan (1995) and Csfiki et al. (1996), while, as we will see, {Y(t), l>~0} 
fails to have local time. 
In the light of these discussions we conclude that it may be fruitful and of interest 
to study the process in (1.3) in order to get further insight into that of (1.1). In 
particular, studying the occupation time of the local time increment process of (1.1) 
directly seems to be an interesting and rather difficult task. Hence we propose to 
investigate the occupation time of the iterated process of (1.3) first. Furthermore, it
will be clear from our further discussion that we must confine our attention to the 
occupation time of Y(-) of (1.3), since it has no local time. Due to the non-Markovian 
nature of our process Y(-), actually it is more appropriate to talk about the nonexistence 
of its occupation density (cf. Geman and Horowitz, 1980). Consequently this is what 
we mean by saying that our process Y(.) has no local time. 
To carry over results about the occupation time of Y(.) of (1.3) to the occupation 
time of the local time increment process of (1.1), we would need an approximation 
theorem which would state that if these two processes are close, then their respective 
occupation times are close as well. This is a challenging proposition that we plan to 
study later on. 
As a first step towards this goal, we propose to study the occupation time H*(A: t) 
of Y(.) of (1.3) that is defined by 
L 
t 
H*(A : t ) :=  IA(Y(s))ds (I.6) 
for any Borel set A of N, where IA(') is the indicator function of A. For every t, H* 
is a (random) measure. Thus H*(A;t )  can also be considered as a measure-valued 
stochastic process. Moreover, the occupation time formula 
L' /; f (x )H*(dx ;  t) (1.71 f (Y (s ) )ds  =.  
holds true for integrable function f ( . ) .  
In this exposition we perform this task in conjunction with studying also the random 
walk analogue of this problem for the sake of better understanding H*(A; t) itself. 
As it was mentioned and claimed above, the occupation density of the process 
{Y(t); t~>0} does not exist. If this claim were not true, then the occupation measure 
of Y(t) would have to be absolutely continuous with respect o the Lebesgue measure. 
However, there are intervals, where L2(t) and hence WI(L2(t)) is constant, resulting 
in saying that the occupation measure of single points will be different from zero, and 
hence contradicting also the notion of absolute continuity. In fact, as the following 
argument shows, the occupation measure is singular with respect o the Lebesgue mea- 
sure, as it was kindly pointed out to us by Marc Yor (personal communication). Rank 
the lengths of the excursions of W2(s), s ~<t, as 
~( t )> v2(t) > -.- > v,,,(t) > .. .  
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including ( t -  72(t)), where 
72(t) : sup{s<t:W2(s)=O}, 
and denote by #,,(t) the beginning of the excursion with length V~(t). Then, clearly, 
for any bounded Borel function 9" [R ~ N, we have 
f ' g(w~ (L2(s))) = ~ g(~ (L2(~.(t))))V.(t). ds n 
t 
Hence the measure vt(co; dx) :9 - - ,  fo 9(WI(L2(s))) ds is identical to 
Z 6W~(L,_(~,,(,)))(dx)V~(t), 
rl 
i.e., it is carried by a countable number of points. Consequently, it is singular with 
respect o the Lebesgue measure. 
2. Limit distributions 
For the sake of better understanding H*(A; t) itself, we introduce the random walk 
analogue of our process and investigate its occupation time first. 
Let $1(.) be a simple symmetric random walk on the real line, i.e., S l (0 )=0 and 
k X. X, o~ Sl(k) = ~-~i=~ i, where the random variables { i}i=1 are independent with distribution 
P(X/= 1) =P(L  = -1 )= ½. Let ~2(0) =0 and ~2(n), n~> 1 be the number of returns to 
zero (local time at zero) of another symmetric random walk that is independent from 
S1 ('). In view of (1.3), we let 
R(n)=Sl(~2(n- 1)), n=1,2  . . . . .  (2.1) 
Consequently, the occupation time process ~*(r,n) of R(n) is defined by 
~*(r,n)=#{k: l<~k<~n, R(k)=r}, r=0,±l ,±2 . . . . .  (2.2) 
In order to have an approach to studying the limit distributions of the processes 
H*(A;t) and ~*(r,n), we proceed with constructing convenient representations for 
both. 
First we consider ~*(r,n) of (2.2). It is easy to see that, with I(.) as indicator 
function, we have 
I1 
~*(r,n) = Z I{SI(~2(k - 1) )=r}  
k- I  
= Z (p2(s + 1)An -- p2(s))I{Sl(s)=r}, (2.3) 
O<~s<~d_2(n 1) 
where 0 = p2(O)<p2(1)<.-, are the consecutive return epochs to zero of the second 
symmetric random walk Sz(-) that is independent from Sl(.), and whose number of 
returns to zero we have denoted by ~2('). 
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On putting n =p2(N) into (2.3), we obtain 
N--I  
~*(r,N): ~*(r, p2(N))= Z(p2(s+ 1) p2(s))l{St(s)=r}, (2.4) 
0 
and consider the latter version of (2.3) first via interpreting it as follows. 
Let Sl(.), S(-), S(-) be three independent simple symmetric random walks with re- 
spective local times {1('), ~('), ~(') and return epochs Pl,fi, fi. We consider the random 
walks ~ and S as consisting of excursions (around zero), the ith excursion being the 
sections between f i ( i -  l) and flU) and f i ( i -  1) and flU), respectively. Now construct 
the: random walk &(.) by picking its ith excursion as the ith excursion of ,~(-) if 
St(i - 1) r, otherwise we pick the ith excursion as the ith excursion of S(-). Then 
{2() is the inverse of 
[,2(N):=~(~I(r,N- 1) )+f i (N -  ~l(r ,X-  1)) (2.5) 
and 
~*(r,N) = f(~,(~,N - l)), (2.6) 
where 
- (~ l ( r ,N -  1) if r~0,  
~( r ,N  1 )=/~t (0 ,  N_  1)+ 1 if r=0.  (2.7) 
Analogously to (2.4), for any Borel set A of ~, we let 
G*(A; u) := H*(A; T2(u)), (2.8) 
where T2(U) iS the right continuous inverse of L2(. ) in Y(.) of (1.3), and consider the 
latter version of (1.6) via interpreting it, analogously to that of ~*(r,N) in (2.6), as 
follows. 
Let I4/1, W, W be three independent s andard Wiener processes with respective local 
times Ll( . ) , [ ( . ) , [ ( . )  and their right continuously defined respective inverses 
TIt'), T('), i?(.). Let Hz(A;u) be the occupation time of Wi,i.e., Hl(A;u)= .]i~ Lit.v, u)dx. 
Then, analogously to (2.5), we construct T2(.) as 
T2(u): 7~(Ht(A;u))+ ]?(u - ttl(A;u)), (2.9) 
and let L2(.) be its inverse. Then, analogously to (2.6), we claim also that for G*(A; u) 
of (2.8) we have 
G*(A; u) = 7~(Ht (A; u)). (2.10) 
In order to justify this definition of L2(.), we show that T2(.) of (2.9) is a stable (I/'2) 
process that is independent from W~. Let u0 = 0 < u t < -.. < u~,, and put H~ (A; u, ) -~, t,. 
Then 
T2(/g, )  - -  T2( t t i - I ) - -~  7"(ui) -- T(I.'i L) Jr- T (U i  - -  l ? i ) - -  7~(l,i I - -  Fi I )  
'~T(*~i <- i )+~(u , - -u i - l - -~: ,+< I) 
='/ T(ui bli--I )~  T(ui) T(u; 1), (2.1 1 ) 
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where T(.) is any stable (1/2) process that does not depend on vi. Consequently, 
the increments Tz(ui)-  T2(ui-l) are stable (1/2) random variables that are indepen- 
dent of W1. They are also independent for different values of i, since f~(vi)- ]'(vi i) 
and T(u i -  v i ) - /~ ' (u i  1 -v i  I) are independent due to having b/i_ 1 --Vi_ 1 ~U i - -V  i on 
account of v i -  vi-i ~u i -  ui 1. Thus we conclude that T2(.) is a stable (1/2) process 
that is independent of Wl. 
Next we verify the claim of (2.10). We have 
._ / ~(u) 
H*(A; T2(u)) Im( Wl (L2(s) )) ds 
"--dO 
= IA(~(z ) )dzr2(z )  
fo u = IA(~(z ) )dz (~(g~(A;z ) )  + if(z - H I (A ;z ) ) )  
= 1 dz~(H, (A ;z ) )  
= ~(H~(A; u)). (2.12) 
This, in turn, gives (2.10) via (2.8). 
These considerations ow easily lead us to verifying also our respective convergence 
in distribution results for the occupation times H*(A; t) and ~*(r, n) of (1.6) and (2.2), 
which we now state and then prove. 
Proposition 2.1. With any bounded Borel set A of ~, as t ---+ oc, we have 
H*(A; t )/t 1/'2 --~ )~2(A)N21N21T(1 ) ~ ,;~2(A)C2]N21, (2.13) 
where 2(A) is the Lebesgue measure of A, Nl and N2 are independent s andard nor- 
mal random variables that are also independent Jrom the stable (1/2) random vari- 
able T(1), and C is a standard Cauchy variable independent from N2. 
Proposition 2.2. For any ,fixed integer r ~>0, as n---+ w,  we have 
~* (F ,n) /n  1/2 ~ N2IN21T(1) ~ C2]N21, (2.14) 
where N1 and N2 are independent standard normal random variables that are also 
independent Jkom the stable (1/2) random variable T(1 ), and C is a standard Cauchy 
variable independent from N2. 
To explain the equality in distribution in the above statements, we note that T(1 ) ~'~ 
I/N 2, where N3 is a standard normal random variable. Consequently, for the random 
variable N ( IN2] T(1 ) of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, we have N ( ]N21T( 1 ) is (X~/N3 )2 IN2] 
C2 IN2 I, where C is a standard Cauchy random variable, and C and N2 are independent. 
Hence the limiting distribution function that appears in the two propositions can be given 
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in ;an explicit form as follows. We write C2]NI for C2]N2[, and calculate 
x /~  2@(x,/u x) ~ 1 
-- 4 f~  / 'c'/~')1: e-':/2- dvdu 
2X/2~ 0 ,Ju=o l + tt 2 
:0 d 2~ e- , :  ~ 2 x - -  ~X/~ arctan dr:, 
the distribution t'unction of the random variable C21NI. 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Since (cf. (2.8) and (2.10)) 
7"(H1 (A; L2(t))) = H*(A; T2(L2(t))) ~<H*(A; t) 
<~ H*(A;T2(L2(t)+ 1)) 7"(H~(A;L2(t)+ 1)), (2.15) 
in order to establish (2.13), it suffices to conclude the same statement for ~f(ltl (A; k2(t ))). 
Observe first that by the well-known scaling property of the inverse of Brownian 
local time we have 
:?(u) ~s ~.(1 ). 
112 
Furthermore, 
Hl(A;t) = /'Ll(x,t)dx<~)~(A)sup Ll(x,t), 
• J.4. 
and since sup~Ll(x,t) has the scaling property 
sup~ Lt(x,t) 
"/7 -- SUPx L l(x, 1), 
we can conclude that 
T(H1 (A; u)) T(HI(A; u)) H~(A; u) = - - u  = Op(u) (2.16) H2(A;u) u 
and, similarly, 
f~(u) - f'(u Ht(A;u)) = Op(u). (2.17) 
In the above statements, and in what follows, ~(u) = Op(,q(u)) means that ~(u)/¢t(u) 
is bounded in probability, i.e. for every c, >0 there are constants C,: and u~: such that 
P(~(u)>C:.q(u))<~r, for u>u:. 
Now, on account of (2.9) combined with (2.16) and (2.17), we conclude 
T2(u) -- T(u) + Op(u). (2.18) 
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Due to (2.18) and the fact that L2(.) is the inverse of T2(.), standard arguments yield 
that for any ~ > 0 
L2(1) = L(I) ~- Op(tl/4+':). (2.19) 
Furthermore, by (2.19) and Theorem 3 in Csfiki et al. (1983) 
]H,(A;L2(t)) - HI(A;L(t))] = fL,(x, L2(t)) - L , (x ,k ( t ) )dx  
~< 2(A)sup ]Ll(x, L2(t)) - Ll(x,£(t))] 
X 
<~ 2(A)[L2(t) -/~(t)] ½+': = Op(t(I/8)+~:). (2.20) 
Consequently, we have also 
7"(H1 (A; L2(t))) = T(H1 (A; L(t))) + Op(t '74+~). (2.21) 
Hence we consider 
T(H1 (A; £(t) 1) 
I1/2 
where 
T(H 1 (A;L(t))) H((A; L(t)) 
H2(A; f,(t)) t 1/2 ' 
H, (A ;Z( , ) )  = fL,(x,Z(,))dx 
(2.22) 
= ~ L,(o,L(t))dx + ~(L,(x,£(O) - Lx(O,k(t)))Ox 
= 2(A)L~(O,£(t)) + Op(t I/8+~;) 
=: ).(A)LI(L(t)) + Op(t l/s+':) (2.23) 
with any e>0, by (4.6*) of Csfiki et al. (1989). Hence, on combining (2.22) and 
(2.23), we obtain 
7"(HI(A;L(t))) T(H1(A;£(t))) ,2,A, L~(L(t)) 
tl/2 = ~7~.=-~ z t ) t5~/2 +Oe(1) 
H l (A; L(t)) 
~ . . . . .  2.,,L2(k(t)) L(t) 
- * t l ) z  ta)  L(t~) tb~ +oe(1)  
)f(A)T(1 )N2 tN2 [, (2.24) -----+ 
where T(1) is a stable (1/2) random variable, N1 and N2 are standard normal ran- 
dom variables and the independence of these three random variables follows by our 
construction. 
In view of (2.21) and (2.24), as t---~ cxD, we now have 
T(HI(A;L2(t))) ~ )f(A)T(I)NZ]N2t (2.25) 
tl/2 
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and, similarly, as t--+ c~ one obtains also 
T(HI(A; L2(t) + 1)) ~t+ 22(A)T (1)N~IN21" 
t 1.2 (2.26) 
Hence, via (2.15), (2.25) and (2.26) yield (2.13) as well. [] 
The proof of Proposition 2.2 goes along similar lines, and hence omitted~ 
While the indicated proof of Proposition 2.2 is indeed very similar to that of 
Proposition 2.1, nevertheless, presently it is required for claiming (2.14) on its own. 
This is due to us not succeeding in proving a strong enough approximation (invariance 
principle) for ~*(r,.) in terms of H*(A; .). The same lack of success is true also in 
the context of Section 3, and hence also our need there as well for 'similar proofs' for 
various almost sure statements on ~(r , . ) .  
3. Upper and lower class theorems 
The following simple lemma will be used several times in this section. 
Lemma 3.1. Let {Ak}k>~l be an arbitrar), sequence q[ events uch thai we tun,e 
P(Ak i.o.) = 1. (3.1) 
Let {B~.}~,~l beanother arbitrao' sequence of events that is independent q[' {A~. }k ~1 
and assume that P(Bk) >~ p > O. Then we have also 
P(AkB~. i.o.) ~> p. (3.2) 
Proof. With Ak denoting the complements of the events A~, k = 1,2 . . . . .  we have 
A~ ~ A,,, . -Ak IAk : A* - " k ,m,  (3.3) 
m<k, m = 1,2 . . . . .  with Am, m :=A,,,, and hence 
:¢ 
A~B~. ~Ak,,,Bk, k~m,  (3.4) 
:¢ 
where the events {Ak, mBk}k>~m are disjoint in k>~m. Consequently, by (3.3) and due 
to the assumed independence of {A~,}~>~l and {Bk}t >~1, we have 
P >~ P A mBz = P(Ak, mB~.) 
k =m / k =m 
>~ PL  P(A~m)" (3.5) 
k=m 
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On account of (3.1) 
(o) (o ) 1 =P(Ak i.o.)= lim P Ak = lim P A m m~oc m ----+ ~0 
\ k=m / \ k =m / 
oo  
= lim ~ * m--+oo ~ P(Ak'm)' 
k=m 
(3,6) 
and, on combining (3.5) and (3.6), we obtain 
(0 ) P(A~Bk i .o.)= lim P A~Bk >>-p. m---+oc 
\ k=m / 
[] 
For further elaborations and references on the respective classical notions that are 
being used in this section, we refer to R6v6sz (1990). 
We proceed to study the almost sure (a.s.) path behaviour of the occupation time 
process H*(A;t )  of (1.6). The first result is concerned with upper-upper and upper- 
lower classes of functions for this process. 
Theorem 3.1. Let A be a bounded Borel subset of  •. Then 
H*(A; t )  _ l 0 if  ~>2 a.s., 
lim sup 
t~ tb'2(l°gt)~ / oo if ~<2 a.s. 
The next result is on lower-upper and lower-lower classes of functions for the oc- 
cupation time process H*(A; t) of (1.6). 
Theorem 3.2. Let A be a bounded Borel subset of  ~. Then 
~H*(A;t {0 ;,~if ~>2~<2 a.s., lim inf (log t) ) = 
t~oc  t :¢ oo ,j a.s. 
We can prove similar results for the occupation time process {*(r,n) of (2.2) as 
well. 
Theorem 3.3. Let r be a f ixed integer. Then 
~*(r,n) _ { 0 if ~>2 a.s., 
limsUPn~ nl/2(logn) ~ oc /f 0~<2 a.s. 
Theorem 3.4. Let r be a f ixed integer. Then 
(logn)~ , ( r ,n )={O if ~<2 a.s., 
lim-+inf n'/2 " if  7>2 a.s. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. For proving the upper-upper class part we have 
Ht(A;u) .~L l (x 'u )dx  
= 2(A)LI(O,u)+ /'(Lt(x,u) Ll(0. u))dx 
<<. £(A)(LI(O,u) + sup(Ll(x, u) - Lj(0, u))) 
vC,l 
~<2(A) ( (2+o( I )u log logu)  I :  a.s. (3.7 
as u -+~.  by the LIL of Kesten (1965) for Li and (4.6*) of Csfiki et al. (1989). 
With any :: > 0, for z large, we have (cf. Theorem 11.6 of R6v6sz, 1990) 
T(z)<~z2(logz) 2-': a.s. (3.8 
Consequently, by (3.7) and (3.8), we obtain that for u large we have with any ,':>0 
T(Hl(A;u))<~u(logu) 2+2': a.s. (3.9) 
Combining now (2.15) with (3.9) and (3.7), we obtain 
H*(A:t) <<. H*(A;T2(L2(t)+ 1))=: T(HI(A;L2(t + 1)) 
~< (L2(t) + 1)(log t) 2~3': a.s. 
~< t l :2( logt) 2~4': a,s., (3.10) 
as t ~ :x~, and the first part of the theorem follows. 
Fuming now to the upper-lower class part, let 
4/~={7"(k)~>k2(logk) 2 ~:}, 
B~ = {Hl(A;k2)>~k, T(k2)~k4/2} ,  k = 1.2,.. 
By a well known result of P. L6vy (cf., e.g., Theorem 11.6 of R6v6sz, 1990), we have 
P(A~ i.o.) = 1, (3.[1) 
and, by construction, 
P(B~.) P(HI(A;kZ)>~k)P(T(k2)<~½k 4) 
P(HI(A;kZ)>~k )P(T(I )<~ ½). (3.12) 
An argument along the lines of (2.23) for large t yields 
H1 (A; t) -- £(A )L1 (0, t) + Op(t I 4+, ). 
and, consequently, as k--~ ,~c, we have 
Hl(A;k2) ~J~ 2(A)]NI, (3.13) 
k 
where N is a standard normal random variable. Hence, as k ~ vc., by (3.12) and (3.13) 
we obtain 
I P(Bk) ~ P().(A)]N I > 1)P(I~(I )~< 5) =: p>0.  (3.14) 
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Again by construction, the sequences of events {Ak}k~>l and {Bk)k~>l are independent. 
Hence, on combining (3.11) and (3.14) with Lemma 3.1, we conclude that 
P(A~Bk i.o.) > 0, (3.15) 
which, in turn, via the Hewitt-Savage 0-1 law (cf. Hewitt and Savage, 1955) results 
in 
P(AkBk i .o.)= 1. (3.16) 
Due to (3.16), for almost all elementary outcomes co, there exist t i ---+ oo such that 
we have 
T(t]/4 ) >/til/2(log ti)2 ,:, (3.17) 
H1 (A; t]/'2 )>/ti I .'4, (3.18) 
<. ~ti. (3.19) 
Now (3.19) combined with (2.9) yields a.s. for every large i 
T2(t]/x) = T(H, (A; t ] "2) )  + T(t] '2 H , (A ; t ] /2 ) )  
~< O(t]/2+'~') + T(t]/2), el >0, 
1 <~ ½ti + ~ti = ti, (3.20) 
that is to say, we have 
1/'2 (3.21 ) L2(O, ti) >>- ti 
a.s. as well. The latter combined with (3.18) results in having 
Ht (A; L2(0, ti)) >_-HI(A; t]/2) >~ t]/4 a.s., (3.22) 
and this, via (3.17), yields a.s. 
~/~(H I (A;L2 (0, t i ))) ~ 7"(tt!"4) ~ l]/2 (log t i )2-L (3.23) 
Thus (cf. also (2.12) and (2.15)), by (3.23), we now conclude a.s. for every large i 
H*(A; ti) >~ H*(A; T2(L2(O, t i ) ))  
= 7"(HI(A;Lz(O, t i ) ) )  
>t- t]/2(log ti) e ' :  (3.24) 
and hence we have the second part of the theorem. This also completes the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. To prove the lower-upper part of the theorem, let 
{ k,..'2 ) 
Ak = HI (A;k)<~ '~ - . 
(log kZ), -~: , 
Bk = 7 ~ \(log~5-)l ~j ~< (10gk2)2_2~, (log k2 )l _,: , 
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k-1 ,2  . . . . .  By the well-known results for the lower limits of the local time (cf. 
Theorem 11.1 in Rdvdsz, 1990) we have 
P(Ak  i .o.)= 1. (3.25) 
By construction, and then as k-~ ~c, 
P(Bk)  = P "f (logk2)l ~: ~< (1ogk2)2_2:: 
×P (i? (k -  1 kl"2 
(log k2 ) , - , : )>~k2)  
P(7~(I) ~< 1)P(T(I)>~ 1 )=: p>0.  (3.26) 
Again by construction, the sequences of events {A~.}~.~I and {Bk}k>~l are independent. 
Hence, on combining (3.25) and (3.26) with Lemma 3.1, we arrive at 
P(AhB~. i.o.) > 0, (3.27) 
and, consequently, by the Hewitt Savage 0 1 law, we have 
P(A~.B~ i.o.)-- 1. (3.28) 
On account of (3.28), for almost all elementary outcomes (,9, there exist t, ~ -,~ such 
that we have 
7~ \ ( log~'  ~: ~< (logti)~ 2~:' 
t,! 4 
Hl(A;ti L 2)<~ 
(log t/)l ,:' 
#4 ) 
7 ~ t, t2 -  1 (1Og~i)l_,:j >~ti. 
Combining (3.30) and (3.31), we conclude 
T(t ,  ~ - 1 H l (A ; t i "  1)) ~> 7~(/il.2 _ 
/ 
Now (3.32), via (2.9), results in 
~(tit 2 _ 1)= T(H I (A ; t  i ~ - 1) )+ , i 
that is to say, we have 




1 - H l (A : t ,12) )  
1i I 4 ) 
9t i  a.s. (3.32) 
- I t t l (A ; t l2_  l ))~>t/ a.s., 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
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a.s. as well. Thus (cf. also (2.12) and (2.15)) we arrive at 
H*(A; ti) ~ H*(A; T2(L2(O, ti) + l)) 
~< H*(A; T2(ti I/2 )) = T(HI (A; t] '2 )) 
( t ]  '4 ) ti/2 
~< i? (1ogt/)l_~: ~< (logti)2_2,~ 
a.s. (3.35) 
where, in the last two inequalities, we made use of (3.30) followed by (3.29). This 
completes the proof of the first part of Theorem 3.2. 
To get the lower-lower class part, observe that by (2.15) and (2.12) combined, we 
have 
H*(A; t) ~> H*(A; T2(L2(0, t))) = T(HI (A; L2(0, t))). (3.36) 
On using (4.6*) of Csfiki et al. (1989), along the lines of (2.23), as t--+ oc, we obtain 
Hj(A;L2(O,t)) = 2(A)LI(O, L2(O,t)) + O(t I/8+<) a.s. 
=: 2(A)LI(L2(t)) + O(t I/8+~:e) a.s. (3.37) 
with any ~;2 >0. 
For t > 0 fixed, we have 
P(LI (L2(t)) ~ tl/4x) 
- -  P([U](I V[) '/z <~x) 
j0 = 2 (2~(X/V 1/2 ) - 1 )p(v) dv 
/0 ~<Ci ~q0(v)  dv = C2x, (3.38) 
where U and V are independent s andard normal random variables, 4) and ~o respec- 
tively are the unit normal distribution and density functions, and Cj and C2 are positive 
constants. 
In view of (2.12), (2.15), the already mentioned result of P. L~vy (cf., e.g., Theo- 
rem 11.6 of R6v6sz, 1990) and (3.37), we have 
H*(A; t) ~> H*(A; T2(L2(t)))= 7~(H1 (A; L2(t))) 
H((A; Lz(t)) _ L~(L2(t)) 
/> (logHj(A; L2(t)))': ~Cl (logLl(L2(t))y: 
> L~(L2( t ) )  
c2 ~ (3.39) 
almost surely for large enough t. 
Let t~ =e k, k = 1,2 . . . . .  By (3.38) we have for each k 
tl" 4 ) 
p Ll(L2(tk))<~ k+l 1 c3 
(log t~+l )1+~: ~< c3 (log tk+l )l+~: (k+ 1) 1+~: 
(3.40) 
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Hence, via the Borel Cantelli lemma, for large enough k we obtain almost surely 
I,'4 tk+l 
Ll(Lz(tk ))>~ (3.41) 
(log tk+t )1+~: • 
Let t C (tk,ta+l). Consequently, via (3.4l), for large enough k we have almost surely 
LI(L2(t)) >~ LL(L2(tk)) 
t 1'4 t l ,4  
>~ k+L ~ _ _  (3.42) 
(log ta. +.1 )I+~ (log t) I -," 
Combining now (3.39) and (3.42), for large enough t we end up having 
/,I/2 t 1 2 
H*(A; t)>~C2(logt)2+3~: >~ (log t)2+4,: (3.43) 
almost surely, and hence also the second part of Theorem 3.2. 
The respective proof of  Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 are similar to those of Theorems 3.1 
and 3.2. Hence we omit their details. 
4. Further questions and remarks 
4.1. On un(lbrm upper and lower c/asses 
In connection with Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 one may immediately pose the question of 
studying their respective statements uniformly in r instead of r being a fixed integer. 
Indeed, an analogue of Theorem 3.3 along these lines is immediate. 
Theorem 4.1. For :* ~_(.,n) of(2.2) we have 
lira supmax ~*(r,n)/n = 1 a.s. 
l i l ac  r 
(4.1) 
Proof. In view of (2.3) we have 
- maxc (r,n)<~n. (4.2) max (p2(s  + 1 ) A n p2(s)) ~< ~'* 
()~s'~< ~2(n-- 1 ) r 
By the Chung Erd6s (1952) theorem (cf. also Theorem 13.1 of R6v6sz, 1990) we have 
also 
H 
n (logn) 2-~:~<0~s~:(,~-Imax )(p2(s+ 1)An- -p2(s ) )  i.o. (4.3) 
with probability one for any e>O. tlence, by (4.2) and (4.3) we arrive at (4.1). 
Remark 4.1. Just as in the case of  upper and lower class theorems for random walk 
and Brownian local time processes, 'fixed' and 'uniform in space' level laws are of the 
same rate for the local time processes of iterated random walk and iterated Brownian 
processes as well (cf., e.g., Csfiki et al., 1996). In the context of Theorems 3.3 and 4.1 
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we wish to call attention to the order of their respective rates here being essentially 
n 1/2 for r fixed, versus being n for uniformly in r. 
In light of Theorem 4.1, an appropriate uniform analogue of Theorem 3.l is also 
immediate. We consider Theorem 3.1 with A=(x-  1/2,x + 1/2) and conclude its 
following analogue along the lines of the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
Theorem 4.2. For H*( . , t )  of (1.6) we have 
lira sup supH*((x - i ~,x + ½ ) ; t ) / t= l a.s. 
t-~oo xE~ 
Considering now the 'uniform' version of Theorem 3.4, we arrive at 
(4.4) 
Theorem 4.3. We have 
l iminf loglogn max ~*(r,n)>~fl a.s., 
n ~(x)  n r 
where fl = 0.85403... is the root of  the equation ~-~1 fle/(k[( 2k - 1)) = 1. 
(4.5) 
The proof of (4.5) follows immediately from (4.2) and Theorem 1 of Csfiki et al. 
(1985) (cf. also Theorem 13.3 in Rdv6sz, 1990). 
Considering now Theorem 3.2, again with A =(x  - ½,x + ½), along the lines of 
Theorem 4.3 we conclude its following analogue. 
Theorem 4.4. For H*( . , t )  of(1.6) we have 
lim inf loglogt supH*( (x -  ½,x + ½),t)>~fi 
t--+ oo t xG~ 
with fl as in Theorem 4.3. 
a.s. (4.6) 
We conjecture that we have equality in both (4.5) and (4.6). 
4.2. On replacing Wiener local time by the inverse of  a subordinator 
In our Introduction we mentioned a number of papers in which the process Y(.) of 
(1.3) has appeared as a strong or weak limit of various processes of interest. Moreover, 
in several of these papers (cf., e.g., Kasahara, 1984; Borodin, 1986a,b; Borodin and 
Ibragimov, 1995) the role of the process Y(.) is taken over by the process 
{~'(t); t~>0} := {Wl(d2(t)); t~>0}, (4.7) 
where {5°2(t); t~>0} is the inverse of a subordinator {~f2(t), t~>0}, that is 72(') is a 
process valued in [0, oc] with stationary independent increments and 72 = 0, which is 
independent of Wl(-). As a limit process of additive functionals, the process ~'(.) also 
appears in Khoshnevisan (1995), while Csfiki et al. (1997) study it on its own in the 
context of some Strassen type theorems for a class of stochastic processes. 
An inviting proposition ow is to study also the occupation time process 
/0' ~*(A;  t ) := /A {°~(S)} ds (4.8) 
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along the lines of that of H*(A; t) in this paper. Indeed, analogously to (2.9), one may 
construct 
,~(u)  := ,~7-( ~1 (A; u)) + Y(u - -3fl (A; u)) (4.9) 
in terms of independent subordinates .~(.) and ,Y-(.), and let Y2(') be the inverse of 
this .~(.). This, in turn, leads to an appropriate analogue of (2.10) and its justification 
along the lines of (2.12). As a consequence, appropriate versions of Proposition (2.1) 
and Theorems 3.1, 3.2, 4.2 and 4,4 are feasible and of definite interest o be established. 
4.3. Functional occupation times' 
The starting point for this discussion is initiated by Yor (1996), who, in the light 
of (2.12), proved 
Lemma 4,1. lJ" f . ~ ~ R+ is loeally square inte:trable, then 
}, (j<, . ,  ,4,o, 
As a consequence of this observation, one can prove the following functional version 
of Proposition 2.1. 
Proposition 4.1. I f  f : R ---+ R+ is locally square inteqrabh,, as well as integrable on 
~, then as t ~ oc, we have 
(I; 7 J ; i /2(Wi(L2(s)))ds ': f(x)dx N~IN21T(1). (4.11) / 1,,'2 ---+ • ~c  
The proof of this result requires reiterating all the steps of the proof of Proposition 
2.1 in the context of (4.10), applying also the following version of the ergodic theorem: 
lim ,/il f (Wl (s ) )ds  = f ~ 
t~  Lt(t) f (x )  dx a.s. (4.12) 
We note also that the statements of Theorems 3.l and 3.2 remain true on replacing 
H*(A; t )  by the process fofZ(Wl(L2(s)) )ds.  
It is also of interest o investigate the possibility of extending the herewith summa- 
rized results on functional occupation times in the context of Section 4.2 as well. 
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